PARTNERSHIP OUTCOMES

Momenta gives principals and teachers a proven path for transforming elementary schools into phenomenal centers of educational excellence that develop each child into an engaged, enthusiastic and confident student. Momenta’s unique approach nurtures a collaborative environment by aligning principals and teachers around a proven methodology: small group, data informed, differentiated instruction. Momenta works! Student achievement in schools that partner with Momenta improves substantially faster than in comparable schools.

In Momenta schools, students:
- Are confident self-directed and collaborative learners
- Ask questions, value evidence, and continually develop content knowledge
- Reason abstractly and quantitatively in speaking and writing, adapting their communication to their audience, task and purpose
- Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them
- Are engaged, open-minded and discerning learners
- Actively seek to understand and collaborate with other students

In Momenta schools, teachers:
- Have very high expectations for student performance
- Work collaboratively to make sure every child excels
- Believe in the students’ capacity for rigorous learning and know what that looks like.
- Infuse every student interaction with a growth mindset

Momenta helps shift the principal from being a manager to an educational leader. They get the principal into the classroom on a regular basis to see how the implementation is happening. That is a huge benefit to the school and the relationship between the principal and the teachers.”

ANDRE RAVENELLE
Superintendent, Fitchburg
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